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HEROES: INCREDIBLE STORIES OF COURAGEOUS 
ANIMALS  

DAVID LONG | KERRY HYNDMAN 

RESOURCE PACK FOR KS2 TEACHERS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Heroes by David Long is the perfect KS2 non-fiction class reader for Years 4–6, recommended for children aged 9+. It follows the 
success of Survivors: Extraordinary Tales from the Wild and Beyond, which was hugely popular in schools and won the Best Book 
with Facts Blue Peter Award in 2017. 
 
This Resource Pack aims to give your class a sneak preview into the book by introducing the style of the stories and the themes 
within them, sparking pupils’ imaginations and inspiring them to read on. As such, they are linked to one particular story in the 
anthology: ‘Voytek: The Bear Who Carried Bombs’ (page 35) – which has exclusively been offered to teachers as a free download.  
 
Inside this pack you’ll find reading comprehension questions to improve reading inference, retrieval and predictive skills, as well as 
suggestions for classroom activities to enjoy the book across different areas of the curriculum – from creating WWII battlefield 
freeze-frames, to writing chronological timelines, to creating drama inspired by Heroes. 
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ABOUT THE BOOK 
 
For as long as there have been wars, animals have been out there saving lives.  
 
From Rip the rescue dog, who found survivors in the rubble during the Blitz; to Simon the sea cat who saved his crew; to Murphy, 
Gallipoli’s four-legged ambulance . . .  
 
Cats, dogs, horses, birds, and even a bear, have shown incredible courage and devotion when going to war alongside mankind, 
and this book tells their extraordinary stories. 
 
These animals help us to remember that not all heroes are human.  
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READING GROUP QUESTIONS VOYTEK: THE BEAR WHO CARRIED BOMBS (35–41) 

 

1. Judging from the title of the story, where has Voytek the Bear travelled across the 
world (page 35)?  

2. What happened to Poland before other countries at ‘the start of the Second World 
War’ (page 35)? 

3. Who were ‘the Allies’? If you don’t know the answer, can you guess from the context 
in which the phrase is used at the bottom of page 35 and top of page 36? 

4. What are the boy’s reasons for leaving the bear with the soldiers on page 36? List at 
least two. 

5. Why do you think the soldiers decided to call the bear ‘Voytek’ (page 36)? 

6. What sorts of things did Voytek eat with the soldiers? What ‘bad habits’ did he pick 
up? What does the fact that Voytek picked up these habits tell you about bears or 
animals in general (pages 36–37)? 

7. In what ways did Voytek not live up to his name (pages 36–37)?  
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8. What do you think the word ‘savage’ means on page 37? 

9. Why do you think that no one would let the soldiers take Voytek on the ship? How did the soldiers get around this problem 
(page 37)? 

10. What can you tell about Voytek’s new environment from the illustration on pages 38–39? How did Voytek react to being 
involved in the Battle of Monte Cassino (page 40)? 

11. What do you learn about the Battle of Monte Cassino? Where did this battle take place? What sort of battle was it? Pick out 
key words and phrases from the text (pages 38–40). 

12.  In what ways did Voytek change or adapt during the battle? List two examples from page 40. 

13.  How did Voytek help the Polish II Corps? What was his ‘major contribution’ (page 41)? 
 

14.  What did Voytek become a symbol of for the Polish people? Why do you think this was (page 41)? 
 

15.  How did people reflect on Voytek’s contribution after his death? What sorts of things did they do to remember or 
commemorate his story (page 41)? 
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 

Literacy  

• Create a timeline of events that happen in the story, including dates, locations and characters present.  
• Create an Animal-Hero ID Card for Voytek listing his strengths and weaknesses. Use your Animal-Hero ID Cards to make a 

classroom display. 
• Imagine that you are a soldier from the story and you disagree with the decision to not allow Voytek on the ship. Create a 

persuasive poster to convince others to let Voytek on the ship. Make sure you give them reasons to take your side! 
• Look at the illustration of Voytek on pages 38–39. How does the illustration help to show the animal’s personality or 

character? How does it convey the atmosphere of the battle? Write a list of words that the illustration makes you think of.  
• Write a diary entry in-role as Voytek when he suddenly finds himself at the Battle of Monte Cassino. How has his 

environment changed? How does he feel? How does he try to adapt to his new environment and why? 
• Think of an event or a situation where an animal helped you. How could you turn this into a historical account like the one 

you have just read? Draw a storyboard the different stages of the event or situation that you have in mind. Can you write the 
first few panels of the storyboard? 

Drama + Speaking and listening and PSHE 

• Create a freeze-frame showing what happens at the Battle of Monte Cassino. How can you show the importance of what 
Voytek did? How can you portray how the different characters felt and their relationships with each other? Consider how you 
can use facial expressions, body language, levels and props to re-enact the scene. 

• Look at the descriptions of Voytek throughout the story. Pick out key words and phrases where he exhibits human-like 
qualities. How would he act and speak to others if he were human? What kind of body language would he have? What sort 
of facial expressions and mannerisms? Would he be bossy or gentle? Would he be loud or quiet? As a class, carry out 
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interviews with Voytek the bear, asking him how he feels at various points in the story. Everyone should take it turns to act 
in-role as Voytek. 

• Create a film trailer for Voytek’s story using persuasive language and exciting action or event from the account that you’ve 
just read. Use a recent film trailer as inspiration – and remember to consider your target audience! 

• In groups, create a piece of drama or a poem to read aloud entitled ‘Heroes’. 
 
 
Science 
Biology 
 

• Voytek is described as ‘a mountain bear’ that was found in the woods of Iran. Carry out some research into bears that live 
here and create a Fact Sheet, including information about their habitat, what they like to eat, what they’re afraid of, how they 
have adapted to their environment and the everyday dangers that they face. 

• Using your research, consider whether bears are predators or prey. Create a circular diagram showing the natural food chain 
of a bear in the wild. 

Geography 
 

• Look at the title of the story – in which locations does it take place? Plot Voytek’s journey across the world. How many miles 
does he travel? What different climates and cultures does he experience? 

• Choose one of the places that Voytek has visited or is affiliated with (it can be Iran, Italy, Poland or Scotland). In pairs, carry 
out research into the history and culture of your chosen place, splitting your research into three areas: 
 

o Where is it? What are its geographical features? 
o What is its history? 
o What is its culture and identity? 
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History 
 

• Create a chronological timeline showing the key events in World War II, including the Battle of Monte Cassino. 
• Write a newspaper report describing Voytek the bear’s contribution at the Battle of Monte Cassino. One half of the class 

should write from the point of view of the Polish soldiers. The other half of the class should write from the point of view of 
the opposing side. How would the accounts be different? What do you learn about the reliability of historical sources from 
completing this task? 

• What do you learn about life on the battlefield in World War II from Voytek’s story? What sort of conditions were the soldiers 
in? What weapons were used? What was the general mood and atmosphere? Create an Ideas Map in groups before sharing 
your findings with the class. 

 
Art & Design 

• Draw two Bear Masks: one for Voytek as a cub, growing up with the soldiers (page 36), and one for Voytek on the battlefield 
(page 40). How are they different? 

• Draw an animal character of your own – what would its name be? What personality would it have? How can you show its 
personality through its physical features and facial expressions? Use lots of bold colours and materials or shapes to make it 
spring off the page and come to life! 

• Create a guide explaining the appearance and behaviours of a species of bear that you have researched; label your 
drawings with any important or distinctive features. 

• Create a classroom display along the theme of ‘Animal Heroes’.  
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